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Thank you for your purchase of the
ULTRA & ULTRA-UC REPLACEMENT CARTRIDGE SET
__________________________________________________________________________

IMPORTANT! – The “This End Up” marking on the AntiRad-PlusTM cartridge only applies to
undercounter systems, for countertop systems this end must be facing down.

CAUTION! - For undercounter systems, please ensure you have turned off the water supply at the
cold water line & opened the dedicated faucet (to release pressure) before servicing system. If you
have our Leak-Stopper Device Installed, ensure to protect it from getting wet during this process.

CARTRIDGE CHANGE INSTRUCTIONS
1. ❏ Remove old cartridges. Clean and rinse the system/housings. Recommended: Lubricate
O-rings inside housings (not cartridges) w/ Food-Grade Silicone only. (Available on our website).

2. ❏ Unwrap / remove shrink wrap from the new cartridges
3. ❏ Place SuperBlockTM Cartridge into Input Chamber #1 & FluorSorb-MAXTM into
Middle Chamber #2
4. ❏ Close Chamber #3 Empty for now and flush first two cartridges only for 5 minutes.
5. ❏ Place AntiRad-PlusTM Cartridge into Output Chamber #3. Flush system 10 more min.
6. ❏ If you have our Gallon-Meter Installed: Set it to 500 Gallons.
*Check for any leaks. Water May be cloudy for 1-2 weeks as the cartridges adapt, this is a normal
effect of minerals inside (to speed this up, run the system more often throughout the day in short 15-20
second bursts. This is better than leaving it on long, which would waste cartridge life). Do not lubricate
O-Rings on cartridges, only ones inside the housings. **If you are storing the set for later, please ensure
there are no punctures or holes in the shrink-wrapping, if so, place in ziplock bags to isolate from air.
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